
 

Hygiene Start Time Confirmation 

 

The hygiene schedule is the most changing schedule of the dental office and in order to 

maximize any times when patients cancel an appointment, the policy needs to be followed to 

ensure making sure communication happens and that everyone is on the same page.  This 

communication and documentation happens significantly between the hygienist and the hygiene 

coordinator and is necessary so that everyone on the team knows what is going on with changes 

in the hygiene schedule early throughout the day.  

 

On occasion the first patient of the day may cancel or reschedule with short notice.  When this 

happens the hygiene coordinator comes in expecting a patient only to find 90 minutes of time 

and tries to keep busy.  It would be beneficial to know this schedule change ahead of time, if 

possible.   

 

Examples of scenarios where the office does not get enough notices:  

 There may be a chance where a patient will call in after hours to get an early 

appointment.  In this case the hygienist would be called and alerted to the change back to 

their original start time.   

 Conversely – If a patient calls in the evening (after closing hours) and cancels via 

Voicemail or e-mail you will be notified by text or call to come in later. 

 

To minimize this occurrence we have a system to alert the hygiene team member with enough 

notice so they can decide to either come in at their scheduled time if they have other 

work/projects to get caught up on or to come in at the later time and use the schedule change to 

their benefit in other ways.   

 

The day before the Hygiene Coordinator at the end of the day will review the next day’s first 

patient and start times.  Any hygienist who is not working that day will be alerted to any 

schedule changes that depart from their expected start time.  The Hygiene Coordinator will text 

the hygienist the patient start time and place a block in the schedule that states that the team 

member was messaged and what time they were told the first patient would start.  The hygienist 

is expect to message back that they received the message. 

 

**** This must be done at the end of the day.  Doing it to too early will artificially close out the 

opportunity to see a patient at that time. 

 

*** Blocks documenting the latest information about schedule needs to be put so the rest of the 

team is aware, such as RDH knows first patient is not until 10 am.  She will arrive at 9:30 am  

 

 
 

 


